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VILLA BIUMI REDAELLI – REST HOUSE MARIA IMMACOLATA 
Biumo Superiore, via Paisiello 9 

 

 

VILLA 

The villa Biumi Redaelli has been built on the area in which the noble medieval 

family of the Biumi had his residence, near Biumo Superiore. 

The tower, in big stones, still partly present, it probably was a strengthened house, 

used untill when,in the XVI century, the family Biumi decided to move to the 

building of Podestà Plaza,built in the XVI century and widened in the 1615. 

The building suffered a lot of transformations during the centuries and, beginning 

with a rectangular form documented untill 1722, it assumed the actual "U" plant, 

with the wings leaned out toward the plaza, where it rises the ancient church of S 

George. 

It becomes after ownership of the Redaelli’s family and in 1942 it was given by 

Adelaide Redaelli Arcellazzi to the Tertiary Nuns Cappuccine of Mother Rubatto 

that then they purchased the final part of the building  it departs  in 1950 and the 

garden with his construction in the 1966. 

The Nuns brought numerous transformations to the building. In 1942 on project of 

the engineer Angel Prestini the building was internally modified , with three floors, 



 

it was built a chapel to the ground floor and fourteen little rooms were added to 

the second floor,where once there were the silkworms. In 1943 they brought some 

improvements to the rooms destined to the lodging of the nuns, while at the 

beginning of the sixties a plan was raised on the wing of the block. Further 

renovations happened in the eighties, in the ninties  and in 2008, in order to make 

the structure more functional that entertains today still a rest home for elderly. 

THE PARK 

The garden is developed toward north and it  offers a wonderful view on Sacro 

Monte. It was destined for a long time to the cultivation of gardens and fields. 

There are stains of acidophilus plants as azaleas,hydrangeas, magnolias and lilac. 

In the first halves the XIX century here there were cultivated because family Biumi 

wanted botanical rarity, also to use it in phytotherapy. 
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